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Autonomous Driving. Join the LIDAR challenge. 
 
Our client is a leading global automotive supplier focusing on delivering superior value to their 

customers through innovative processes and World Class Manufacturing.  

 

As an experienced  Software Architect LIDAR , you are responsible for selecting, defining, 

creating and communicating the software architecture of embedded software. 

 
If you are seeking to provide high level guidance and direction on project work, are able to work on 
complex work assignments as well as developing core and application specific software for automotive 
embedded electronic module serial production projects and have the creativity to find simple 
solutions to complex issues - this job might be for you. 
 
You are used to develop software architecture in compliance with a formal ASPICE/ CMMi based 

Global Product Engineering Process (GPEP) and coordinate integration of core and 3rd party software 
into an application specific software ECU? You can lead the technical discussions with Software 
developers and System Architect to work out the best SW architecture for the project?  
 
You have a Master’s degree in Computer Engineering/ Software/ Engineering/ Computer Science or 

equivalent, are competent in the core frameworks, AUTOSAR Environment and base and application 
Software Architecture experience for Automotive ECUs? Automotive Active Safety experience, 
Renesas based ECUs, PTC/ MKS configuration management and PTC Modeler are not only words to 
you? 
 

Then we are looking forward to hearing from you! 
 
Academic or practical experience in definition and design of software architectures for automotive 
projects, working knowledge in development of portable, reusable and modular software in 
automotive environment and troubleshooting and debugging skills, tenacity and determination are 
very useful in this position 

 

We can offer you a job in a global environment, where you can travel internationally and domestically, 
an attractive salary package as well as other company benefits. 
 

Our client is based in Bavaria, Germany, therefore very good English and German language skills are 
required. 

 
Your point of contact: 
 

Nicole Eigner | Transformation Partner Executive Services GmbH | Siesmayerstrasse 44 |  
60323 Frankfurt am Main | Tel.: +49 69 716 799 73 | Mobile +49 179 11 78 292 | ne@tpes.eu 


